
            

Northern Photographic Federation 2018

Date: Sunday, 22nd July 2018
Location: Belmont 16ft Sailing Club, The Parade, Belmont

Venue: Macquarie & Quarter Deck Rooms; upstairs at the club

Start time: FROM 9.00am registration  

Remember:  There is a $10.00 entry fee, however if you are a club 
member and have registered on Saturday entry is free

9.00am The NPF President, Brad Le Brocque will open the day, 
welcoming members and guests 

9.10am                  Nikon: Ben Halcomb from Nikon Australia will be running     
                              through all the latest from Nikon, including the multi-award 

winning D850. The most recent addition to Nikon’s hugely 
successful range of FX DSLRs, the Nikon D850  is the result of 
over a century in design innovation and technical excellence. 
Ben will run through this in detail, along with Nikon’s creative 

lighting system and current lens lineup 

10.00am Break time.  

Good time to view prints 
 
10.30am                         Introducing  Mark Thomas, owner of Zone Printing 

Newcastle. Mark will give us some information about the John 
Coxon Photographic competition. He will tell us a little of the 
history, show us some of the award winners and explain how to



enter next year's competition . Mark is a master printer, he has
won many professional awards and is the go-to guy for the 
Pro,s in the Hunter.  Mark will have the latest Epson and 
Canon printers working on site and we will be giving away 
some professional prints over the weekend

               
12pm Lunch Break.  

Please Note:  You can not bring your own food and drink into 
the club premises. 

Time to view prints and talk with exhibitors   

 1.30pm                  John Sarkissian OAM ,John's 2nd talk  “Dishing up the 
Data: Parkes and Space Missions”

                               The Australian film, The Dish, highlighted the role played by the Parkes Radio 
Telescope in tracking and communicating with the Apollo 11 mission. However, 
the events depicted in this film represent only a single snapshot of the role 
played by Parkes in the exploration of the Solar System by NASA.

All DAY                  Don't forget we have quite a few fabulous prizes, many donated 
by our sponsors that we will be giving away throughout the 
day.

   

3.00pm Workshops: Nikon Ambassador David Oliver : David will run
a Natural Light Portrait workshop for the afternoon, with very 
limited numbers, this is “invitation only” and the way to obtain 
an invitation will be announced over the course of the weekend.

                                A big thank you to Nikon Australia for their generosity      



                              And for the rest of us we will........

3.00pm                  Workshop: CR Kennedy will set up a studio with                   
                              continuous LED lights and a studio with strobe lights. The 

group will split in two, half will do a Led light shoot 
demonstration with John Wallace, the other group will do 
strobe flash with Tim Bauer 

4.00pm                  Both groups will swap studios
                              
                              Both sections will be hands on and there will be several            

models to shoot, and you can bring your own camera
 
5pm                      Official close................................... Pack up. 

Many hands will make light work of this task!  

PLEASE NOTE: Please note: the above agenda times are offered as an 
approximate schedule for the day and are therefore open to 
adjustments; however we do have a start time and your 
cooperation would be appreciated.

A lot of work from volunteers,members from most of the
local clubs has gone into organising this event, it’s now
up to you to participate in the fun.



As those of you that have attended one of the previous NFP meets, you know we 
have informative but fun presenters who converse about
their unique photographic journey and experiences. If 
you are an NPF virgin welcome, you are in for a treat. 

****Throughout  the  entire  weekend  Les
Porter  will  be  available  to  talk  to

everyone  regarding  their  photographic  needs  as  well  as
providing an opportunity to purchase photographic products
AT GREAT PRICES***** 

Last year he had a fantastic selection of well priced photographic paraphernalia, 
not to mention excellent free advice, well worth the stroll to the back of the room to
have a chat. 

Thanks Les, we look forward to seeing you again… 

Also a big thank you to C R Kennedy for joining us once
again

It is always appreciated to have your representatives come
along and provide endless knowledge and support.
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